" Karama "
friendship is to be ratified, there is always a desire that
a fixed and irrevocable sign may be set, as a symbol, that
the glamour may not pass, nor estrangement creep in,
and that there shall be no fading of the high hopes and
warm sentiments that have been formed. Other races
may find this symbol in the breaking of a glass which
can never again be pieced together, or the blowing out
of a candle, whose flame disappears into the unknown
and cannot be recalled, but the Arab and with him many
a pastoral tribe puts an animal to death, for death is
as definite and irrevocable in this visible world as any-
thing we know.
The question that was raised early in this paper has
not been answered, but perhaps out of the tangle which
is characteristic of all savage and most human reasonings
we may deduce :
Firstly, that an animal is slaughtered at every gathering,
because originally it was only at such gatherings that
man could kill an animal without waste ; for the guests
would eat what he could not eat himself, and be morally
bound to give him their surplus, when it was their turn
to kill.
Secondly, that the utmost play is made with the actual
death of the animal, and unpleasant details are often
added, in order to produce emotion which can be guided
later into pleasurable channels.
The killing of an animal provides food for the guests
and indirectly produces a genial mood, more rapidly,
more dramatically, and perhaps more economically, than
the issue of unlimited beer, not that the latter should
be therefore despised or neglected nor should the exhilarat-
ing effect of beaming a drum be omitted if the maximum
of happiness is to be obtained.
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